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South Africa - Weather
• Eastern South Africa will remain drier than normal during the coming week
o Brief periods of rain will still occur, though resulting rainfall will be lost to evaporation in most
production areas
o A significant boost in rain will be needed in October to support better early season planting
prospects
• Western South Africa will also be drier biased during the coming week
o Any rain that does occur will be lost to evaporation
• Western Cape has enough subsoil moisture to maintain aggressive winter wheat growth in the
coming days
o Maturation will advance under generally favorable conditions as well
o Yields are expected to be good this year
o The small amount of rain-fed winter wheat in Free State and neighboring areas will be too dry to
support favorable late-season development
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: Outside of rain in a few northern locations, most areas will be dry through Saturday
before rain increases Sunday into Wednesday with today’s forecast wetter than advertised earlier
this week from eastern Kansas into central and southern Illinois. Mostly dry weather will return Oct.
1 and aggressive harvesting is likely during the first eight days of October as most days will be dry
during the period and the soil is dry enough that rain next week should not cause extended delays to
fieldwork.
U.S. DELTA
AND SOUTHEAST: Post Tropical Cyclone Beta will bring nearly widespread rain to the southeastern
states today into Friday with some heavy rain in northern Alabama and portions of the Carolinas and
southern Virginia. The Delta will benefit from a few days of dry weather and some harvesting should
resume where rain from Beta was not heavy before rain increases Sunday into Monday. Dry weather
will be most common Tuesday through Oct. 8 and harvesting should quickly accelerate while cotton
should be bleached white.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Mostly dry weather will occur in most of western into central and northeastern Brazil Friday
through Oct. 8 and much of the moisture from rain this week will soon be lost to evaporation with
very high evaporation rates this weekend into next week when temperatures become hot. Newly
planted areas where crops germinate will need rain quickly to ensure the plant becomes established.
ARGENTINA: Rain will increase today through Sunday and soil moisture and conditions for winter
wheat should improve in many southern, central, and eastern parts of the
country with the soil dry enough in the southwest that follow-up rain will be needed soon to
maintain improvements in soil moisture that occur. Drier weather will be most common Monday
through Oct. 8 and summer crop planting should increase around a few rounds of showers.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: Europe is expected to trend wetter later this week into the second week of the outlook. Southern Spain and Portugal will trend drier through the next ten days and some drying may persist in eastern Bulgaria
into southeastern Romania. Next week rounds of precipitation are expected to continue throughout Europe. With that said, drying will return to much of mainland Europe Sep. 29-Oct. 1 and precipitation will be
confined to the U.K. and Scandinavia. Rounds of precipitation will return to mainland Europe October 2-5and further improvements in soil moisture should occur.
AUSTRALIA: Rain will be greatest over southern portions of Australia during the coming ten days and the moisture will be important for winter crop development. The best moisture will fall over Victoria and
southeastern South Australia into surrounding southern New South Wales Wednesday into Friday.
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